Synthesis and characterization of silica ceramic membranes via sol-dip coating
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ABSTRACT

The application of inorganic membrane as one of the methods for gas separation process has proven to show the greatest potential when compared to other methods. Ceramic membranes are considered as one of the many high potential inorganic membranes for this purpose. Current development of ceramic membrane focuses on the reduction of pore size for ceramic membrane up to nanometer scale without pinholes or cracking. Thus, in recent work, the silica ceramic membranes via sol dip-coating have been synthesized by using tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS), distilled water and ethyl alcohol as sol. The influences of number of dipping have been examined. X-ray diffraction (XRD) results of the fabricated silica membrane show the presence of silica element and that each membrane possesses a periodic structure with each number of dipping. The IR adsorption from Fourier transform infrared spectrometry (FTIR) indicates the presence of functional group O-Si-O and Si-CH₃. The intensity of these functional groups increases as the dipping time increase. Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope (FESEM) results show that the number of visible pores on the surface of the ceramic support diminished after modification of ceramic membrane, with the number of silica particles increasing linearly with number of dipping. Thus, the synthesized silica ceramic membrane with good structure and chemical properties has shown great potential for biogas separation application.
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1. Introduction

Currently, the interest in application of membranes for various gas separation has increased significantly in term of economic importance as compared to other conventional methods. Due to the increase of environmental regulation, membranes are favorable as it reduces waste disposal expenditure and allow the recovery and recycling of the materials which results in economic advantage [1]. The CO$_2$/CH$_4$ separation is significant in numerous developed methods such as biogas upgrading [2]. Economic and effective methods for CO$_2$ removal from CH$_4$ have concerned excessive awareness. There are three types of gas separation that have been utilized which are separation with sorbents/solvents separation by cryogenic distillation and separation with membranes. Membrane technology is an attractive alternative which deals greater economics associated to conventional separation methods. It is evaluated that the use of membranes can cut energy costs as much as 30% when related with conventional, energy exhaustive technology [3].

Membranes categories can be divided into organics, inorganics and mixed matrix membranes [4]. Inorganic membranes are membranes that are made of materials such as carbon, ceramic, zeolite, oxides silica and metals. Inorganic membranes are beneficial for CO$_2$ separation under simple environments. The porous inorganic membrane is favorable as they can tolerate higher temperatures and limit the connection between permeability and selectivity. Inorganic membranes can be divided into two categories, which are porous and nonporous forms which better for selectivity of gas.

Ceramic membranes are preferable because they possess the characteristics of high stability, resistance to chemical and solvents, long term durability and high mechanical strength [5-6]. Existing ceramic membranes are not suitable for most gas separation applications since their pore sizes are at least one order of-magnitude larger than the gas molecular size. Therefore, the ceramic membrane needs to fabricate with silica, which could generate uniform, mono-dispersed pore size and also responsible for its large surface area and high pore volume. Therefore, silica is a promising candidate for the ceramic membrane that will likely allow high separation efficiency and selectivity. For this reason, a strategy has been employed to fabricate ceramic membranes or porous ceramic support with silica.

Ceramic membrane can be prepared using a sol-gel process [7]. Sol-gel process is a process which involving polymerization and hydrolysis of TEOS inside solution of H$_2$O and alcohol [8-9]. Sol-gel process is the most practical process to prepare porous ceramic membrane as it provides many advantages such as high BET surface areas and precise pore size distribution [10]. Dip-coating is an example of sol-gel process that was widely used to fabricate ceramic membrane [11-13]. Sol-dip coating method attracts more attention to fabricate silica ceramic membrane owing to its outstanding processing stages, easiness and its potential for modification of pore structures.

In this paper, silica ceramic membrane was synthesized via sol-dip coating method at different number of dipping in silica sol and then was characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD), Field Emission Electron Microscopy (FESEM) and Fourier transform infrared spectrometry (FTIR).

2. Experimental Research

A. Preparation of ceramic membrane

The ceramic support used was 10 inch Doulton OBE Ceramic with 32 mm, 48 mm internal and outer diameter while the support length of 200 mm. The water used throughout was distilled water. TEOS was supplied by Sigma Aldrich and nitric acid by R&M Chemical. The Ethanol also used was supplied by Systerm.
The silica will be applied to the symmetric porous ceramic supports of tubular configuration via sol dip-coating method to allow alteration of pore size in the membranes to utilize for gas separation in the permeation setup cell. In this process, TEOS, distilled water and ethyl alcohol (1:4.7:3.8 molar ratio) were mixed at 298 K. After that, acid catalyst added into the solution. Then, the ceramic candle (support) was dipped into this sol. The membrane was drying in atmosphere overnight and continued with the calcination process in a furnace, resulting in one layer membrane. The prepared membrane was calcined at 500°C with holding times of three hours. The process of dipping the support in sol and calcination was repeated one more time for second support and two more times for third support, in order to get two and three layer of membrane, respectively. There is no dipping and calcination repetition for first support.

B. Characterization

The crystal structures of supports were determined using a (XRD 6000, Shimadzu) diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation (λ=0.15406 nm) at a tube voltage of 40 kV and tube current of 30 mA. The field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM) (JSM 6700F, JEOL) was accomplished to investigate membrane surface structure in term of appearance and changes of pore size. The SEM analysis was made on the membrane surface by cutting the membrane in smaller specimens. Fourier transform infrared spectrometry (FTIR)(Thermo Scientifc) was utilized to find the fuctional group of silica ceramic membrane.

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows an XRD pattern of ceramic support using for synthesis silica ceramic membrane via sol dip-coating method. Two card number in the card data were provided at the end of the analysis for both samples, which are card number 11-0500 and 38-0448, respectively. Card number 11-0500 refers to the presence of aluminum phosphate while card number 38-0448 refers to the presence of silica. The detected reflections were solely the expected reactions from ceramic support (aluminum phosphate) and modified ceramic membrane (silica) indicating that no other phase was present in the membrane. From Figure 2, it was observed that an increase in intensity occurs as the number of dipping time increase. The increase in intensity of the silica peaks was correlated with the increase in the thickness of the silica membrane [14].

Figure 3(a) and (b) shows the surface of ceramic support at different magnification 1000x and 15000x whereas figure 4 shows the surface of silica ceramic membranes after fabrication by sol dip-coating at the different number of dipping. The FESEM analysis was applied to determine the surface morphology of the support and the modified membrane produced. From FESEM, the average pore size of the ceramic support is about 0.5 to 0.6 μm as in figure 3(b). After dipping, the pore sizes have reduced and cannot be seen clearly through FESEM. Based on FESEM analysis after the dipping, silica sol has penetrated into the pores which reduced the pore size as it covered the pore.

Figure 5 shows FTIR adsorption spectra of the fabricated membranes with different number of dipping. It was observed that the major peak is around 1060 to 1090 cm\(^{-1}\), with a noticeable increase in peak transmittance as the number of dipping time increase. The broad absorption band in the region around 1060 to 1090 cm\(^{-1}\) corresponds to the Si-O-Si bond of the mesoporous silica, altogether confirming the existence of silica. The modification of the Si-CH3 group on the silica membrane surface resulted in IR absorption at 791.64 cm\(^{-1}\) [15,16]. In addition, the increase of the
peak intensities in increasing dipping number indicates the increase of Si-O-Si bond as a proof of enhancement in the surface modification.

Comparison between support and membrane shows which the porosity of the membrane increase owing to increase in pore surface area. The three step dip-coating reveals an incremental deposition of a thin silica layer obtained after three numbers of dipping. The color variation between each dipping is also very discreet. The second and third dipping has a brighter presence than the first as a result of the silica. The support and the first dip are also rough in nature while the second and third dip seems flatter in nature.

The result revealed that the number of dipping in silica sol can functionally reduce pore size of ceramic support. Silica sol could generate uniform, mono-dispersed pore size. Therefore, the silica ceramic membranes are regarded as promising a candidate for biogas (CO$_2$/CH$_4$) separation applications is proposed.

![Fig. 1. XRD pattern of ceramic candle/support using for synthesis silica ceramic membrane via sol dip-coating method](image1)

![Fig. 2. XRD pattern of modified ceramic membrane via silica sol dip-coating method at different number of dipping ; a) first dipping; b) second dipping; c) third dipping](image2)
4. Conclusion

As a conclusion, the preparation of modified ceramic membrane by sol dip-coating method was successfully achieved. The modified silica ceramic membrane is characterized physically and chemically. From the XRD analysis, the presence of silica after dipping was observed. It was also discovered that the highest IR adsorption is around 1060 to 1090 cm\(^{-1}\), which indicated the presence of O-Si-O functional group. The number of dipping has affected the surface of the membrane for the rough to smooth surface. Furthermore, the pores on the surface of the ceramic candle does not appear after dipping, which proved that the silica sol have modified the ceramic support and coated the ceramic support surface.
Fig. 5. FTIR analysis of the modified ceramic membrane at the different number of dipping by sol-dip coating method; (a) first dipping, (b) second dipping, (c) third dipping.
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